Westfield City Council June 13,2022

The Westfield City Council held a meeting on June 13,2022 at Westfield City Hall

Present were Mike Johns, Troy Patton,Scott Frei, Scott Willis and jTke GiSrt Mayor Cook
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Mayor Cook called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM
Changes to Agenda
None

Approval of Minutes:

Jake Gilbert made the motion to approve the May 23, 2022 minutes as presented
Troy Patton seconded. Vote: Yes-6; No-0. Motion carries.
Claims:

Troy Patton made a motion to approve the claims. Scott Willis seconded.
Vote: Yes-S; No-0. Motion carries.

Miscellaneous Business/Special Presentation

Presentation: Update from Fire Department on Increasing Demand for EMS & Fire
Services/Rob Gaylor
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department. There was council discussion.

2S3
apparatus purchases going into the
2023 nllnn
planning.T
The need for"uesting
a fourth more
stationpersonal
was alsoand
discussed.
Presentation: Tax Base, Based on Sustainabillty Report and Rooftops-Caleb Ernest

Kevin Todd stated that they had been asked to provide the number of units that we currently
have m Westfield, how many units have been approved through zoning but have not yet been
built, provide a five-year look ahead, and the associated financial information related to those
housing numbers.

Caleb Ernest spoke explaining the base terminology such as zoning (Straight & PUD), housing
stock (Single-Family & Multi-Family), and gave details on existing and expected units.
There was council discussion.
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Presentation; Veracity Update from Will Webster/Dan Smith

Will Webster stated that Dan Smith with Veracity had done a forensic review addressing
know edge or consent. During the review, Dan identified some additional issuesIt we

concerns about 3 parties accessing the Clerk Treasurer's office computers without the clerk's
aware of. A computer of Interest that appeared to have more activity than the others
was operated
by Bev Rawlings. It is the only computer in the clerk's office thatI not prSerted

by encryption, meaning that Dan was not able to do any forensic auditing on that particular

mac me. Dan also found a text document which appeared to be saving passwords o"
keystrokes used by the clerk and her staff. He also discovered the capability of Beyond Trust

vault which stores or has potential to store the clerk's login credentials to aLess city systems
the conLms n°

"additional information could help address

nforr t provided
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his approach
information
by city IT,*°can you verify or not If you measured
can't verifyinlet's
move on.with the
Letter from IT and Veracity are attached.

There was council discussion. It was decided that Chris would remove the software from the
computers in the Clerk's office on Tuesday (14*'').
Old Business!

Per Resolution 21-121, Relating to Transparency, Councilors Do Not Need to Recuse

Themselves, but are Required to Disclose if They Have Received Contributions of $1,000 or
More When Voting on Any Actions invoiving One of Their Donors.

Ordinance 22-15: Chatham Hills PUD Amendment IX
Council Introduction: April 11 2022
ARC Public Hearing: May 4,2022

ARC Recommendation:June 6,2022
Adoption Consideration: June 13,2022

Weston Rogers presented stating the amendment would allow for 2 individual residential
estate-style lots and modify the architectural and landscaping standards.

Troy Patton made a motion to approve Ordinance 22-15 as presented. Scott Willis seconded.
Vote. Yes-6; No-0. Motion carries.

Ordinance 22-19: Unified Development Ordinance Amendment(Spring 2022)
Council Introduction: May 9, 2022
ARC Public Hearing; May 16,2022
ARC Recommendation: June 6,2022
Adoption Consideration: June 13,2022

Ram Howard presented, outlining the changes which follow into four categories; 1)Change to
rezoning process to accommodate a workshop meeting between the public hearing and
recommendations 2)creation of a plat committee 3)Separation of the Overall Development
Plan and Detailed Development Plan processes 4) Miscellaneous items.

Jake Gilbert made the motion to approve Ordinance 22-19 as presented.
Troy Patton seconded. Vote: Yes-6; No-0. Motion carries.

Ordinance 22-22: Approving Lease Between the City of Westfield Buiiding Corporation, as
Lessor, and the Westfield Redevelopment Commission as Lessee,and Pledging Certain Local
income Tax Revenues to the Payment of the Lease Rental on Such Lease
Council Introduction: May 23,2022
Adoption Consideration: June 13,2022

Catherine Fanello stated this was approving the lease between the WBC and the WRDC
payments being made from the tax increment revenues that are generated and collected in the

Union Square Allocation Area. There is also a request for a local income tax pledge (LIT) as a

backup. Catherine addressed the concerns on the number of public vs private parking spaces.
Catherine said if council wanted to add language clarifying this, that is recommended to be
added to the development agreement.

Jtm Treat spoke as to why the local income tax pledge was needed, explaining that you can't
stated that the city needs to make sure together with this LIT pledge that"edit
thereworthiness.
is sufficientHe
coverage available to back the 2 Grand Park Bonds and the future Grand Junction Park Bond
that are LIT backed as well.

Jake Gilbert asked who would be adding the language on the parking assurance to the

developer agreement. Catherine stated there would be a Resolution amending the developer
agreement if council would provide what they were requesting.

Justin Moffit with Old Town stated there would be 300 garage structure spaces in addition to

the surface parking they are building along the street. Old Town can only privately reserve 30%
of the spaces in the garage. This is currently what the agreement states. It was consensus of
council that no amendment was needed.

Troy Patton made the motion to approve Ordinance 22-22 as presented. Scott Frei seconded.
Vote: Yes-6; No-0. Motion carries.

Ordinance 22-23: City of Westfield, Indiana Adopting Second Class City Status
Council Introduction: May 23,2022
Public Hearing: June 13,2022
Adoption Consideration; June 13,2022

Becca McCuaig,chief legal consultant with AIM gave a neutral overview of moving to a secondclass city, pros/cons.

Public Hearing Open: 9:15 PM

Steve Goodere,Joe Plankis, and Ronald Moore spoke In favor of the Ordinance.

Cheaney Day, JudI Stanley Shuck, Linda Naas, and Bob Beaudry, spoke in opposition of the
Ordinance. Rick McKinne/s letter of opposition attached.
Public Hearing Closed: 9:35 PM

Ordinance 22-24: Vacation of RIght-of-Way/Within the Style Rite Meadows Plat
Council Introduction: May 23,2022
Public Hearing; June 13,2022

Adoption Consideration: June 13,2022

Johnathon Nail presented stating this Is a right-of-way vacation near the Chatham Hills area on

the east side of Tomlinson across from Chatham Hills Blvd. This is a section that was platted as
part of an old county subdivision that never got constructed. The right-of-way is now obsolete
for the Henke Development, Chatham Village. The city as the owner has been asked by Henke,
who owns the surrounding land,for the vacation of the right-of-way so they can record their
secondary plot and move forward with the Chatham Villages project.
Public Hearing Open: 9:37 PM

Sharon Williams spoke against the Ordinance
Public Hearing Closed: 9:42 PM

Scott Will made the motion to approve Ordinance 22-24 as presented. Jake Gilbert seconded.
Vote: Yes-6; No-0. Motion carries.
New Business

Ordinance 22-25: Updating the City of Westfield, Indiana Traffic Ordinance
Council Introduction: June 13, 2022
Adoption Consideration: June 27,2022

Johnathon Nail stated this is the annual update to the city's traffic ordinance. This ordinance is

what allows the police department to enforce regulations on our streets. As development
occurs, we add public streets, add stop signs, and speed limits signs etc. The cover sheet
explains what changes are being made.

Ordinance 22-26: Authorizing the City of Westfield, Indiana to Issue Certain Economic
Development Lease Rental Revenue Bonds & Authorizing and Approving Other Actions in
Connection Therewith

Council Introduction: June 13, 2022
Adoption Consideration: June 27, 2022

Catherine Fanello presented stating this is for the issuance of bonds for the Union Square
Project. The financial maximums are included from Jim Treat. This ordinance repeals a
previous ordinance adopted in 2019(original Union Sq. Project).

Ordinance 22-28: Midtown of Westfleld PUD,Amendment I
Council Introduction: June 13,2022
APC Public Hearing: July 5,2022

APC Recommendation: August 1,2022
Adoption Consideration; August 8,2022

Pam Howard presented stating this Is for the property located on the east side of 31 north of

191^*. The proposed amendment would modify the development and architectural standards
for a future development of a medical pavilion.

Matt Skelton stated this would permit a comprehensive medical campus to be built within the

Midtown of Westfield PUD. Alderson plans to begin construction of the medical campus as
soon as it obtains the required approvals. The expected start date is this fall.
There was council discussion

Ordinance 22-29: Woods, Robinson, Briggs PUD Amendment II
Council Introduction: June 13,2022
APC Public Hearing: July 5,2022
APC Recommendation: August 1, 2022

Adoption Consideration: August 8,2022

Weston Rogers stated the proposed ordinance would add approximately 4.5 acres of real estate
to the PUD.The ordinance would modify the proposed district one water feature,the proposed
park/trallhead, district standards, and replace the district map and concept plan with
updated/revised documents.

Birch Dalton stated the Morris family is asking for some language changes In the PUD section
8.2. They would like to create more of a nature- based park with a unique trail head.
Moves on to APC

Guests:

Sharon 8i Paul Heady- Addressing speed of traffic on Union St., between 32 & 161®*
Clerk Treasurer Comments:

• Clarified that she as well as her staff, do have certifications.

• Stated that the CFO of Zionsvllle was recently let go. Council complained that after
transltloningto Open Gov, councilors had only gotten 3 reports in 18 months.
Information was incomplete, inconsistent, and Inaccurate.

She stated without a clerk treasurer she thinks a very similar would happen here
Westfield. She stated the city is not ready to become a second-class city.

m

• Email threads starting with Todd, going to Jeremy and then John Rogers going back &

forth concerning taxes on property that the city owns. The emails state not to pay right
now because the have to be approved by RDA. The property taxes are going to have to

be paid, if we can't get a response from anybody because that piece of property will go
to a tax sale.

Sharon Williams-asked to speak again to request the city's contracts for the past five years.
City Council Comments:

Cindy Spoljaric- ARC update and ARPA update

Jake Gilbert- received report today on budget vs actual and percentages/reminder to stay on
track so there are no surprises.

Scott Frel- someone to check to make sure the right size HVAC system is in City Hall prior to the
next meeting.

Mike Johns- growth of city and moving forward how are we going to finance that growth.
Looking forward to putting Sharon Williams- wants all the contracts the city has for the last five
years. Looking forward to putting together a plan to sustain our growth.

Mayor Comments:

None

Without any further business,the meeting adjourned at 10:15 PM

Qerk-Treasurer

resident
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Re: Response to Councirs Requestfor Update on Beyond Trust Software
and VeracKy Report
Hello Council Members,

I wanted to provide you with an update on your request for me and Dan Smith to
get together about the Beyond Trust software and Dan Smith's report. I request
that this be made a part of the May 23,2022 Council Meeting minutes.

Below is a detailed timeline of my communications with Dan, including the more
than 35 hours my team has spent responding to various questions he posed.

After more than two months of questions and answers, I can't justify spending
more of my time or my team's time on this issue. Simply, none of what Dan

identified in his report as being "possible" were actually occurring in reality. He
understands that.

The key conclusions from my interactions with Dan over the past two-and-a half
months are:

1) BeyondTrust is not spyware. That has always been the case. It is a bestof-class IT remote help software that is used by the U.S. Government, Fortune
500 companies, universities, banks, and healthcare systems across the world.
2)The BeyondTrust software that the City subscribes to and installed has
never enabled remote recording of audio or video.

3)The Clerk-Treasurer's office laptops were in one of the IT staff's homes

when the laptops were being set up, at the Clerk's request, and that accounts for
the vast majority of the "hits" and increase in access points by BGADMIN
referenced in Dan Smith's report. This is a typical procedure and activity level for
newly Issued laptops.
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4) Dan Smith has acknowledged that there is no spying or anything
Improper going on with the Beyond Trust software or how the City's IT department
operates. In March, he noted that he would have to update his report. He never
did. Over the last 3 months, we have serviced the Clerk-Treasurer's computers 25
times despite these allegations coming from her office.

• 0^14/20228:52 PM:Contacted Cindy Gossard asking for Dan Smith
contact information.

• 02/14/2022 9:47 PM: Cindy informed me she will have to get info from
Will or Steve. She had never communicated with Dan Smith other than
initial meeting.
• 0^15/20228:33 AM: I called Webster and Garino offices and left a
message with Elaine; Will Webster's paralegal. I informed that I was
seeking Dan Smith's contact information. She told me that Will wouldn't be

able to get back to me until after 4 PM because he was booked all day.

• 0^15/2022 11:00 AM:Cindy responded to my email about calling
Webster and she said she will try and help get the info to me.

• 02/17/2022 8:33 AM: I emailed Cindy, Mike Johns, Andy Cook, and
Jeremy Lollar that I have not received any communication from Webster
and Garino. I also asked for Cindy to assist.
• 02/17/2022 9:33 AM: I receive an email from Will Webster with Dan

Smith's contact information. He stated he was checking with City Legal
before sending the information to me. He also stated that he talked to Dan
and that Dan needed the following: AH hard drives associated with any
Westfield IT computer that was used by user bgadmin, informatics, clarson
and agadmin or any other username while engaging in remote access to
any WCT computer(s). The preferred format of the image is RAW(dd)to be
provided on an external hard drive with USB 3.0 or higher. He thanked me
for reaching out and looked forward to working with City IT to address the
Clerk's concerns that were identified in the Veracity Report.

• 02/23/2022 10:46 AM: I email Dan Smith directly to schedule a meeting
for the same week. After some back and forth we decided on 02/25/2022
at 9 AM.

• 02/25/2022 9:00 AM: Dan Smith hadn't arrived so I email him at 9:11 AM
asking if we were still meeting. I then texted him at 9:26 AM asking if we
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were still meeting. He responded to the text at 9:31 AM that he had

arrived. We met in the small room the City Service Center for about 1 hour.
We schedule another meeting for him to meet with my team on
03/03/2022 1:00 PM. I agreed to send him some information and he
agreed to send me his final report that he presented on at council on
02/14/2022.

02/28/2022 8:05 AM: I emailed Dan a series of Beyond Trust session
reports and a copy of the Mandiant report Informatics has completed,
which is attached here.

03/01/2022 1:24 PM: I send the meeting invite to Dan for the 3'^^.
03/02/2022 12:17 PM: Dan responded to my 02/28 email stating he
needed a few more days to go through the data and come up with a game
plan. He asked to move the meeting back one week.

03/02/2022 12:18 PM: I responded to Dan requesting that we still meet
on 03/03 to show our system and get some more questions answered. I
also reminded him that I hadn't received his final report that he presented
on.

03/02/2022 1:59 PM: Dan agree to still meet and that we would have
another meeting the following week to finalize any questions he had from
the data.

03/03/2022 1:00 PM: We had a meeting for around 1 and a half hours
with Dan. In the meeting was: Chris Larsen, Brent Harding, Adam Green,
Sam Rivard, and Bryan Granato. We discussed our systems and began the
process of answering and responding to items in Dan's final report. I
discovered the report on the City's website. It was posted there by the
Clerk's office. I was never sent the report by Dan. We didn't finish our
review of the report and planned to meet next week on 03/10/2022.
03/08/2022 6:35 PM: Dan texted me."Chris, I need to reschedule our
meeting until late next week. I'm very sorry for any inconvenience. What
works for your team?"
03/08/2022 6:36 PM: I responded to the text with,"Hey Dan, we will
make any time work that works for you."
03/09/2022 9:54 AM: I sent a calendar invite to Dan for our original
scheduled time, and in the description, I asked that he please respond to
the invite with a date and time that works for him.
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03/11/2022 9:19 PM: I emailed Dan asking what time works for him next
week.

03/14/2022 12:44 PM: Dan responded stating he was still trying to get a
meeting set up with Cindy to go over the conversation he had with my team
last week. He thanked me for reaching out.

03/14/2022 12:44 PM: I responded to Dan with the following, "I
understand and thanks for the update. We havent fully completed our
information share, so do you think we could set a time to finish our

discussion while you are working on a time with Cindy? I want to make sure
we answer alt your questions."

03/14/2022 2:29 PM: Dan asked if I was available Friday. I responded
asking if the morning would work. He did not respond
03/15/2022 9:25 AM: I sent a calendar invite to Dan for Friday
03/18/2022 at 9 AM

03/16/2022 9:13 AM; I texted Dan asking if he got my calendar invite and
if the time worked. He responded in a couple of mins that he accepted and
asked if I got the confirmation, i informed him that I didn't, informed me he
accepted when he wasn't connected to his exchange server because he
was migrating from one system to another this week and he overlooked the
connection. I got the accepted email by 9:18 AM.
03/18/2022 9:05 AM: Dan met with my team (Brent, Sam, Adam,and
Bryan)for another hour and a half. We completed most of our review and
answered a few more questions for Dan. He asked for more information
and I agreed to do our best to provide it. He informed us he had a meeting
on this day with Webster to discuss next steps and that with the new
information he had that his report would need to be updated.

03/22/2022 4:10 PM: I emailed Dan imagines, a pdf, and emails
pertaining to information regarding his report. I asked future detail about
some the requests he made of us. I also asked if some other information

would be helpful to him before I spent the time pulling the reports. I also
asked how his meeting when with Webster.
03/22/2022 2:08 PM: Dan texted me. "Chris, if I could ask you one quick
question. Hamilton County uses Beyond trust county wide correct?"
03/2^2022 2:20 PM: I responded with the following,"Hey Dan,to be
honest, I don't know. Noblesville was using it that is how we learned of it
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and started using it. That was 10 year ago." He responded at 2:25 PM
saying,"Ok,thanks Chris"

03/30/2022 3:37 PM: i responded to my previous email to Dan with the
following,"Hey Dan, Do you have an update for us? It's been over a week
and I haven't received anything. Thanks,"
03/30/2022 3:39 PM: He responded with, "Hello Chris. I've been out of

town since late last week and today was my first day back. I'm trying to
gather information on the forensic audit data and why that is not included

in the license so I can explain to counsel. I'll reach out to you by Friday with
an update."

03/31/202211:49 AM: Dan responded again to the email asking if there
were attachments on my 03/22/2022 email. I responded that there were
and asked if he needed them again. He said yes, please and I sent the
attachments again. He thanked me.

04/19/2022 9:36 AM: Dan emailed me informing that he met with a
representative with Beyond Trust and that he didn't understand why we
wouldn't have video auditing enabled or forensic auditing capabilities. He
also provided some quick steps to get to the forensic auditing capabilities
he was referring to. He asked for all session data pertaining to the WCT
computers via "Endpoint" filter for 12 months prior to and including July
2021.

04/19/2022 11:47 AM: I responded to Dan explaining that the video
auditing feature is designed for training and/or evaluation of an
employee's work and that we don't have it enabled on our systems. I then
informed him that I had also reached out to Beyond Trust support to gather
and understand the request he made. I told him I would double check our
settings.

04/27/2022 10:22
I responded to my previous response that I had
double checked our video recording settings on Beyond Trust and the
settings have never been enabled or active. I also had had a talk with
Beyond Trust about his request. Their technical advisers informed me that

the City only has the Remote Support asset and not the Privileged Access
asset that contains the Access Session Forensic Results report he was
looking for. I was told by support that the session report we have already
provided to Dan is close to the report he was asking for.
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April 27,2022 was the last communication between Dan Smith and myself. As
explained, my team and I have spent about 35 hours of work gathering
Information, and meeting with him. I cannot in good conscience ask my team to
do more. None of Dan Smith's stated conclusions are substantiated, and in fact

they have been disproven. We are dedicated, hard-working, and honest people. It
has been difficult for me and for my team to listen to these accusations and
stand by. That is why we were so open and willing to answer Dan Smith's

questions; because we have nothing to hide. My department has to keep up with
the never-ending tasks that always come up in managing and monitoring a

system of our size and complexity, and we cannot be further distracted by this
issue.

Sincerely,

Christopher S Larsen
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Prepared by:
Daniel Smith

VERACITY IIR
706 Pro-Med Ln #200a

Carmel, IN 46032317-925-1496

Report Date: June 13. 2021

INTERNAL CASE#: 99-2-414V

CLIENT:
Westfield Clerk Treasurer
ADDRESS: 130 Penn St. Westfield, IN 46074
PHONE:
(317)804-3020

CURRENT FINDINGS SUMMARY

Three meetings were completed between Daniel Smith and Chris Larson following a tequest to

Westfield Informatics by Mr. Smith for ftirther data pertaining to the remote access session activity by
Westfield Informatics on the office ofthe Westfield Clerk Treasury computers and other network attached
devices. It was the intent ofthese meetings to collect any data regarding these remote access sessions that
were not contained within the computers imaged within the offices of the WCT to obtain a better

resolution of data thus allowing a more accurate overall investigation. During these meetings Mr. Smith
was able to directly request specific data from Westfield IT that would assist in providing a precise and
methodical forensic accounting ofall actions taken on the computers and network attached devices by all
remote users. There were several key areas of concern that required responses from Westfield Informatics
including the following:

• Did Westfield Informatics possess the ability to remotely access any computers or
network attached devices within the WCT office without the consent of WCT staff?

D,d Westfield Informatics actively conduct remote access sessions with any computers or
network attached devices within the WCT office in a manner that did not require direct
input by any WCT staff via mouse,keyboard, or other explicit permission?

• Beyond Trust Jump Client was installed on WCT office computers forensically imaged
which specifically allows remote access sessions without the presence ofany usei^ on the
WCT office computers. Why was this installed ifremote access sessions conducted by
Westfield Informatics were stated by Chris Larson to require direct input and permission
by the local WCT office user?

. Did Westfield Informatics possess the ability the record these remote sessions by any of
the more forensically sound methods other than standard text-based logs such as
compressed screen recording and/or forensic audit logs?

• Does Westfield Informatics incorporate the use of local hard drive encryption on any
computers or network attached devices within the entire Westfield City network

infrastructure? If this is not standard procedure, then why was Bev Rawlings hard drive
Bit locker Encryption enabled and why did Westfield Informatics not possess the
deciyption key?

What was the purpose ofthe text document discovered with a list of words/phrases?

. What was the purpose of Westfield Infomtatics using the bgadmin user account during
the remote sessions into the WCT office computers and network attached devices when

the Informatics user account was apparently capable ofconducting all IT related activity
and available to all members ofthe Westfield Informatics team?

• What was the reason for Xbox Gaming Overlay being installed on the WCT office
computers and network attached devices? Is this standanl operating procedure?

What users, employees, or entities have access to the Beyond Trust Vault feature which
enables privileged IT users to access computers, network attached devices and software
suites with stored credentials.

Westfield Informatics stated that all their remote access sessions required active permission from
WCT staff to grant remote access to their computers. A demo was provided by Westfield Informatics

showing a dialogue box with a required action by the remote user to gtant access. However, this was not

observed in the forensic examination by Veracity IIR nor did any WCT office stafTdescribe having any
dialogue boxes on their screens during known remote access sessions by Westfield Informatics. Westfield
2
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Informatics failure to enable any forensic auditing ofany kind by either video recording or by forensic
audit logs has prevented this investigation from being able to conclude that any permission by WCT staff
was required to grant remote access to Westfield Informatics. Chris Larson wrote a letter via email on

June 6,2022, with erroneous and false statements Mr. Smith at no point made any acknowledgments or
statements that"no spying or anything improper" was going on as indicated by Mr. Larson. Mr. Lareon
appears to be making false and misleading statements based on a assessment made by Mr. Smith
indicating that if in fact there were dialogue boxes requiring WCT staff to grant remote access to

Westfield Informatics along with bold red font stating such then this would sufficiently respond to the
specific concerns of unauthorized remote access to WCT office computers. However, this has not been
verified by either Veracity IIR's investigation or any data received from Westfield Informatics but is

instead in direct contradiction to evidence analyzed from the forensically imaged WCT computers as well
as statements made by the WCT staff. Furthermore, Westfield Informatics did not have any answer to the

Bit Locker encrypted hard drive on Bev Rawlings WCT office computer nor did they give any reason for
concern that a hard drive on the Westfield City network had local encryption enabled on a computer that

is known at access sensitive financial information with ADP. This diminished the ability of Veracity IIR
to thoroughly analyze data pertaining to the encrypted hard drive that contained sensitive financial data

and was an area of concern by the WCT at the start of the investigation. Westfield Informatics also stated
that accounting bookkeeper Paula Brown has used Beyond Trust software directly with WCT office
computers to conduct remote access sessions for accounting purposes. In response to this statement made

by Westfield Informatics Paula Brown stated on June 8,2022,"NO,I have never used or heard of Beyond
Trust Software." This is one ofseveral instances during the investigation where statements made by
Westfield Informatics were directly contradicted by the source in question. Mr. Smith requested log files
to be provided in a forensically sound method as made available through the Beyond Trust ecosystem.
Forensic audit logs or video recorded audit logs would have been sufficient to thoroughly examine all
actions taken by Westfield Informatics during the remote access sessions and use ofJump Client. All logs
provided from Westfield Informatics were in editable format meaning it was possible for any data to be
changed or altered prior to being in possession of Veracity IIR for forensic examination. One of the

remaining areas of concern also include the use of the Vault asset by Westfield Informatics and what third

party venders have been granted access to the Westfield network and what privileges and credentials were
they provided? What assurances can Westfield Informatics give to the WCT office staff that no third
party venders had necessary credentials and remote access to the office computers and does Westfield
Informatics intend to keep forensic logs of activities undertaken by these third party venders in the future?
3
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MEETINGS WITH WESTHELD INFORMATICS

During the meetings eonducted between Daniel Smith and Westfield Informatics the above areas
ofconcern were discussed in conjunction with email communications between Mr. Smith and Chris

Larson before and after each meeting. Mr. Larson was asked on two separate occasions regarding the
question whether Westfield Informatics had the ability to engage in remote access sessions with WCT

computers and on both occasions responded that Westfield Informatics did not have this capability. The

Westfield Informatics team members concurred with Mr. Larson's response and further added that any
WCT office users would be alerted by a dialogue box popping up on the user's screen with bold red font
requesting permission to access and control the WCT computer remotely. This statement is in direct
contradiction to the capability ofJump Client according to Beyond Trust's website and available

literature. During the original examination ofthe data collected from the WCT office computers there
were no event logs found that indicated any specific action taken by the WCT staffduring the analysis of

specific remote access sessions that would conclude a dialogue box was checked and thus providing
permission by a WCT staff member for a remote access session to be taken by Westfield Informatics.

This finding coincides with direct statements made by staff members ofthe WCT office indicating that
they do not get any alerts or dialogue boxes on their screens when Westfield Informatics engages in
remote access sessions to their computers. Mr. Smith asked the Westfield Informatics members if they
could provide the forensic audit logs and/or compressed screen recordings ofthe remote access sessions
with the WCT office computers. Chris Larson stated in an April iq"'email that they do not enable video
auditing "because we are so small" and Mr. Larson stated in the same email that he was unaware ofthe
forensic audit logs available to the team that would provide full and clear records ofall activities
conducted during remote access sessions. It is assumed by the phrase "we are too small" that Westfield
Informatics does not deem video recording audits to be necessary, but this is in contradiction to the
presumed responsibility of any municipality IT department to keep accurate and concise records of
remote access sessions for liability and accountability reasons. In a later meeting with the Westfield

Informatics team Mr. Smith was told by the members that the forensic audit logs were not included in

their license because they do not have the Privileged Access client with their license. This would be able
to be confirmed with the Beyond Tmst license and asset information under the Westfield Informatics
account with Beyond Trust Westfield Informatics would be willing to agree to provide such information.
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In response lo the concern of the use of bgadmin in many of the remote access sessions the

Westfield Informatics team stated that Brian Granato took several WCT office computers to his personal
residence and engaged in remote access sessions from his personal computer to the WCT office
computers to transfer data to new devices purchased for the WCT staff Mr. Granato stated that this made
the process easier rather than requiring a screen, keyboard, and mouse for each device as he was
conducting the processes in his personal residence. By conducting remote access sessions, he would be

able to automate the process from a single computer from the couch while the WCT computers were
sitting on the floor in front of him. This provides some amount of clarity in these specific sessions
conducted in Mr. Granato's residence but did not address the other documented instances where bgadmin
had conducted remote access sessions with WCT office computers. The response regarding the use of
bgadmin user account also creates more questions about the practices of the Westfield Informatics team
and the standard operating procedures of remote access activities conducted by the team. It is not an

industry standard practice for municipality IT employees to take city owned property to their personal
residence and then transfer entire hard drive data sets without proper auditing performed. Without either
video recording audits or forensic audit records it may be impossible to know what sensitive data was

accessed or ifany data was permanently deleted during these sessions. For instance, why would Xbox

Gaming Overlay be installed on enterprise computers during the remote access sessions by bgadmin onto
the WCT office computers that would allow users to create visual records ofsensitive data, yet Westfield
Informatics do not create video recording audits during their own remote access? This could be a simple
oversight by Westfield Informatics but then that would further urge Westfield Infonnatics to put greater
emphasis on network infrastructure security as well as maintaining more accurate auditing records for
their remote access sessions. This should be part of any IT department's protocol for maintaining
accountability and security for the network infrastructure they are responsible for maintaining functional
and secure.

On April 11 Mr. Smith engaged in a meeting with members of Beyond Trust sales and

development and asked direct questions regarding Beyond Trust's capabilities. During this meeting, the
Beyond Trust team gave a demonstration on the use ofJump Client as well as video audit recordings. The
compressed size ofthe video audit recordings was quite small and can be easily adapted to Westfield
Informatics auditing protocol. One full hour of video in compressed format would take consume less than
20MB of disk storage making it a powerful tool for auditing purposes that Westfield Informatics has at

their disposal yet does not incorporate into the remote access sessions with WCT office computers and
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network attached devices. According to Mr. Larson Westfield Informatics does not use this function on
any remote sessions within the Westfield City network infrastructure.

Any fiuther investigation requested into the remote access session conducted by Westfield
Informatics would require a significant investment due to the massive amounts ofdata contained within
Westfields data server and a large shift in scope due to assumed sensitive data contained within the data
server(s). It would be conceivable for an investigation requiring the examination of the data stored within

the Westfield network infrastructure to take a minimum of250+ hours to complete and likely between 60
and 90 days for data extraction and analysis to be performed with a full report of all findings.
END OF REPORT
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